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Spark Transparent Dome
Outdoor 360° transparent & frameless polycarbonate dome

Luxury camping is known as Glamping», a
portmanteau of glamor and camping.
Glamping: a different kind of outdoor vacation

Glamping in Australia
A massive and mysterious island nation, Australia hosts a dazzling array of eco-tourism
and adventure travel opportunities. From the parched, yet beautiful, outback to dense
coastal rainforests, Australia offers much to curious travelers. Imagine relaxing in a
safari-style tent amidst paperbark trees in a bush environment. Or leaving a quaint
cottage to explore the Great Barrier Reef, and then bumping into a kangaroo or two.
You may even glimpse an iconic koala as you waken to tropical birds on your veranda.
Whether your travel dreams include a treehouse overlooking vast swaths of forest, or a
private beach frequented by pods of dolphins, or perhaps an exciting way to experience
ancient cultures, you can fulfill them by glamping in Australia.
Sleeping by the water, in the forest or in the mountains is a dream come true for nature
lovers and families. Camping sites are particularly popular among children. Not so
among parents – they'd like a bit more luxury. Glamping combines the best of both
worlds.

Opinions about camping are sharply divided: some shudder at wet tents, flat air
mattresses, extreme heat and long lines in front of public bathrooms. Others revel in the
incomparable freedom and nature. They sleep on their own sheets in the fresh air, are
happy to put a steak on the fire and delighted by the quiet and simplicity – they camp for
its own sake. It's their hobby.

A candle or a chandelier
Everyone prefers something different on their vacation: a tent or a suite, an air mattress
or a king size bed, a candle or a chandelier. But demand for outdoor vacations is clearly
growing. As life gets increasingly hectic, many people long for a slower pace and turn to
nature for rest and relaxation. They feel rejuvenated by waking up to birds chirping and
not by painting the town red at night.



Connect to Nature
Hear, see and feel what you have not experieced before.



What’s Sparkdomes
Spark dome is the world 's first transparent
dome house made of polycarbonate . It has
a variety of uses , and you can feel the
natural scenery of different climates and
seasons.



Transparent & Frameless

Flexible Connect

Stable & Safe

Smart Lock

UV Resistant

Sunshade / Privacy

Ready to Build

Versatile

Structure waterproof

3 Years Warranty



Transparent & Frameless
360° transparent large window, enjoy the starring sky under Lucidome.
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Stable & Safe
Different from the ordinary PVC transparent
bubble tents on the market, Excelite domes
have high impact resistance and good
protection performance. It is a very safe shelter
when used in the wild.



Stable & Safe
Thanks to the spherical shape design Spark Domes effectively
reduce wind resistance, and it can withstand 10 typhoons.
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UV Resistant
Spark domes is UV resistant , which means it can
protect users and furniture stuff from UV damage.
Besides, the weather resistance of Exelite domes is
greatly improved and the life span is more than 10
years.



Ready to Build
With modular design, Sparkdomes can be installed within 1.5-3H; The
labor cost of installation is low and the product can be put into use
quickly.
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Waterproof

With Special Design
Overlapped edge Avoided
waterleakage



Flexible Connect
All different sizes domes can be connected
together
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Smart Lock
• Self Check in
• Safty



Sunshade / Privacy
High-quality curtain system with electric opening
and closing on the top, to meet the requirements
of users' sunshade and privacy protection.
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Sparkdomes
Transparent hotel? Hottub? Transparent bar? Activity
Center? Reading room ? Yoga room? Children's
playground? . . .

The Lucidomes has a wide range of application
imagination!

Sparkdomes
Transparent hotel? Hottub? Transparent bar? Activity Center? Reading
room ? Yoga room? Children's playground? . . . The Sparkdomes has a
wide range of application imagination!
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Specification：

Sparkdomes 2.0
Diameter: 2.1M

Height: 2.4M

Area: 3.5 Square meter

Material: polycarbonate + aluminum profile

Net weight: 100KG

Product Life: Over 10 years

Warranty: 3 Years warranty for PC & aluminum profile

Propasal application: washroom / children room



Specification：

Sparkdomes 3.0
Diameter: 3M

Height: 2.2M

Area: 7.1 Square meter

Material: polycarbonate + aluminum profile

Net weight: 150KG

Product Life: Over 10 years

Warranty: 3 Years warranty for PC & aluminum profile

Propasal application: Glamping hotel / children playground /

Garden igloo / Greenhouse
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Specification：

Sparkdomes 4.0
Diameter: 4M

Height: 2.7M

Area: 12.5 Square meter

Material: polycarbonate + aluminum profile

Net weight: 200KG

Product Life: Over 10 years

Warranty: 3 Years warranty for PC & aluminum profile

Propasal application: Glamping hotel / children playground /

Garden igloo / Cafe pop-up



Specification：

Sparkdomes 5.0
Diameter: 5M

Height: 3M

Area: 19.6 Square meter

Material: polycarbonate + aluminum profile

Net weight: 250KG

Product Life: Over 10 years

Warranty: 3 Years warranty for PC & aluminum profile

Propasal application: Glamping hotel / children playground /

Garden igloo / Cafe pop-up / Activity center
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Specification：

Sparkdomes 9.0
Diameter: 9M

Height: 6M

Area: 90 Square meter

Material: polycarbonate + aluminum profile

Net weight: 350KG

Product Life: Over 10 years

Warranty: 3 Years warranty for PC & aluminum profile

Propasal application: Glamping hotel / reading house /

Garden igloo / Cafe pop-up / Bar
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Office/Factory/Warehouse
Unit 3, 13 McCormack Street, Arndell Park NSW 2148, Australia,
www.sparkhomes.com.au, www.sparkbusinessgroup.com.au
Email: enquiry@sparkbusinessgroup.com.au
Tel: (02) 8807 4717 | ABN 18161539407


